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positive effects of such a new trade and political alliance to be felt by
SA, it is imperative that we take advantage of its potential – and that
means taking advantage of our relatively more sophisticated logistics
infrastructure when compared to that of our regional neighbours.
South Africa’s FMCG and Retail industries are generally focused on
the South African and regional Southern African market where the
majority of retail businesses trade and are supplied. While emerging
economy competition can and does affect the sector in different ways,
this market focus, and the ability to source and supply to a local market

Introduction

relatively efficiently, keeps the sector relatively successful. This picture
may change, of course, with the imminent entry of Walmart into the
local market with their purchase of a controlling stake in Massmart.

Competing on a different
playing ﬁeld

Primarily it is likely to affect the way in which the FMCG sub-sector

The world is changing fast. There has recently

While our analysis of the FMCG/Retail sector focuses on the current

been widespread acknowledgment that, in the

positive outlook, it is worth assessing what the possible impact of

wake of the global recession, both economic

does business with retailers, with the American retail giant renowned
for its no-nonsense dealings with its suppliers.

situation, and finds the sector as a whole in quite robust shape and
Walmart’s entry into the SA market will be on the sector.

and political power is undergoing signiﬁcant
shifts away from its longstanding centres in the

The Walmart Factor

US and Europe towards new centres in the socalled ‘emerging economies’. Perhaps the most

Walmart is the largest company by turnover in the world at FY2010,
and now does 25% of its total business outside of the USA. It now

important grouping of these economies for South
Africa is the so-called ‘BRIC’ grouping of Brazil,
Russia, India and China, which SA was formally

regards its international operations as its primary growth area in the
near term.
Their primary operational principle is Every Day Low Prices – in the
belief that soon the retail space will have transparency on pricing.

invited to join late in 2010.

The winner in that scenario is the low price leader, and the business
uses scale and aggregation of buying power to press home the price

Much debate has ensued about the benefits and hazards which the

advantage. Key to lowering price is squeezing out costs, and this

membership of BRIC (or ‘BRICS’, with SA added) might hold for

is done largely through cutting edge supply chain management

SA. Some analysts feel that the members of BRIC, since they all have

principles.

much larger economies than SA, may take advantage of the country
in a new kind of economic imperialism. The more positive view is that

The company’s in-stock policy is unparalleled, and they are supply

most economists estimate that trade between these economies will grow

chain management experts across the board. This is offered to suppliers

exponentially in the next few years, at much faster rates than trade

as an incentive to take their brands global if they partner with Walmart

with the developed economies of Europe and the USA.

– but with the proviso that delivery, at levels of efficiency and cost not
common in the SA market, is non-negotiable.

It is also worth remembering that the BRIC countries view SA
not only as an economy on its own, but as the prime mover in and

As we can see from this year’s supplychainforesight findings, the local

gateway to the SADC regional economy – one which has a combined

retail sector is perhaps prepared to start taking the same approach to

market larger than that of Russia and Brazil. But in order for the

the FMCG sub-sector, in order to compete.

Objectives and Challenges
for the SA FMCG and Retail supply chain
FMCG Objectives
Top 5 FMCG supply chain objectives

Objectives Comparison: FMCG 2010 vs 2011

Objectives Comparison: Overall Industry Benchmark 2010 vs 2011

FMCG Objectives
Differences are always instructive – and looking at the FMCG and
Retail industries together makes it more so, as we have mentioned. For
the FMCG sub-sector, supplying largely to retailers as their customers,
there is a marked tendency to focus on customer service across the
board as an industry objective – even more than the strong emphasis
this received in the overall report this year. While the increased focus
on increasing service levels to customers is the top objective for the
industry in common with the overall sample, the FMCG sector are
far more committed to it, at 65% of the sample, against 53% overall.
The rest of the top five objectives are all those present, albeit with
different emphasis, in the overall sample. This makes the FMCG sector
rather typical of the response this year. Note that the customer service
element is matched by a strategic view of both cost containment and
optimisation. Improving communication with customers indicates, for
the FMCG sector, a reaching out to retailers and a plea to collaborate
better. Improving inventory deployment indicates an objective, along
with distribution optimisation, of gearing up the supply network to
retailers in a more efficient way, after the volume and capacity cuts of
the recession.

Retail Objectives
Top 5 Retail supply chain objectives

Objectives Comparison: Retail 2010 vs 2011

Objectives Comparison: Total Benchmark 2010 vs 2011

The top two objectives in retail reflect similar commitments to
customer service, but are different in emphasis. While improving
service to customers is still on top, it is less well supported than
the overall sample (45% vs 53%). Communicating with customers
is elevated slightly. This reflects the fact that retailers feel that
knowledge of customer demand is absolutely key to their business, but
that improved sales will come from communication in the forms of
discounts, promotions, etc.
A rather more ominous sign for the prospects of positive collaboration
between FMCG and retail is the objective to streamline the
supplier base. The positive view of this, however, may be that such
rationalisation will result in more efficient and more stable longer term
supply contracts with retailers.

“FMCG and Retail’s top
objectives are about
customer service –
but with different emphasis”.

FMCG Challenges

Key Challenges Comparison: FMCG 2010 vs 2011

Key Challenges Comparison: Total Benchmark 2010 vs 2011

FMCG Challenges
The other side of the service coin is efficiency – and this challenge is

The retail challenges picture could not be more different, to both the

strongly indicated in the responses of the subsector. The challenge of

FMCG sub-sector and the general sample. Optimising the distribution

waste and inefficiency in the supply chain for FMCG outstrips the

network is the top challenge, at 11% more than the general sample.

general sample by 15%. With the other four major challenges for the

Efficient planning and forecasting is of course crucial to the retail

sector remaining the same as that of the general sample, the shift in

game, with customer demand being the key. These two challenges

emphasis is probably caused by the sector having to deal with reverse

really go together. If the network is planned more efficiently – and

logistics and returns from their retail customers – this would also

many retailers have been opting for a centralised distribution centre

account for the increased emphasis on planning and forecasting.

structure of late – then demand can be more effectively met.
The rest of the top industry challenges in retail are more surprising.
Changes in labour legislation appears from nowhere to feature as
the third top challenge. This relates to potential changes in labour
broking legislation, which hampers the appointment of the large
amount of casual and contractual labour employed in the sector.
Addressing waste and inefficiencies in the supply chain has dropped
down the list of priority challenges and out of the top 5. Transforming
supplier relationships into true collaboration has also dropped down
in importance, which, coupled with the objective of streamlining
the supplier base, could mean a tougher line on interaction with
the FMCG sector. This could perhaps be a response to the entry of
Walmart into the market. The ability to take advantage of opportunities
in Africa is an important challenge for the sub-sector, since most of the
major retail chains are looking to expand their market share through at
least the sub-Saharan African region. The challenge is undoubtedly a
logistical one related to infrastructure, which we touch on later in this
report.

Key Challenges Comparison: Retail 2010 vs 2011

Key Challenges Comparison: Total Benchmark 2010 vs 2011

Retail Challenges

Sustainability and
Corporate Governance
The focus on sustainability and governance this year extends the
work done on environmental awareness in last year’s report, and is
particularly important in the FMCG/Retail supply chain, given its
interface with consumers. What is important to understand in this
year’s approach is that the focus on sustainability and governance
is not only about carbon emission reduction and environmental
excessive customer demand of the economic boom, followed by the
market contraction and collapse in trade volumes of the recession.
Careful senior executive planning is needed, not only to ensure costs
are reduced to aid economic recovery, but that the business is able to
provide investment in capacity to deliver as demand picks up – a cycle
the global economy is now cautiously heading into. Tracking the ways
in which companies are approaching this difficult strategic balancing
act is an important part of our supplychainforesight knowledge base.

Supply Chain strategies & opportunities to optimise operations

Supply Chain industry issues and alignment

In terms of the integration of supply chain management, both sectors
are aligned on this question – with strong response in agreement
that the economic recovery has caused senior executives to pay more
There is strong agreement in both segments that the supply chain

attention to the supply chain strategy to help deliver results. Both

and business strategies of their companies are aligned – noticeably

sectors are also in agreement about the degree of competitive threat

stronger in the retail sub-sector. Perhaps correspondingly, there is

represented by the entry of Chinese competition into local markets.

a lower degree of commitment to investment in collaboration with

The Retail sector, however, is more concerned with the benchmarking

logistics service providers in the Retail sector than there is in FMCG.

of competitors and best practices, as well as more concerned with the

The Retail sector clearly feels that their supply chain is being managed

disruption caused by supplier bankruptcy during the recession – a

well enough internally, and it is manufacturing suppliers who bear the

factor which may well contribute to the efforts to streamline the

brunt of improvement efforts.

supplier base.

Supply Chain industry issues and alignment - FMCG

Supply Chain industry issues and alignment - Retail

Strategic investment
and the skills crisis
Areas in which both sub-sectors are likely to invest are telling. While

development and skills. While this may be justifiable in retail from

there is strong alignment between the stated objectives of each sector

a cost perspective, it is nonetheless somewhat short-termist. This is

and the areas in which short-term investment and strategic attention

corroborated by the response that both sectors feel strongly that the

is happening, there is a corresponding lack of investment in product

lack of skills in the SA market is a competitive disadvantage, and
despite only around half of each sector feeling they have sufficient
internal skills.

Current status of skills - FMCG

Where are competitive skills sourced - FMCG

Strategic attention and investment in the short to medium term

Current status of skills

Infrastructure
The sensational and alarming extent of SA road to rail freight

respondents expecting the same. The proportion of this freight that

imbalance was highlighted in last year’s study. A similar tale of woe

could be moved by rail from the current dominance of road freight

for the competitiveness of SA Inc emerges this year.

transport is surprising. Road transport tends to dominate the entire
sector for obvious reasons of customer and product requirements,

Encouragingly, both sectors can see freight volumes increasing

yet much of the freight mix could still be moved to rail in both sub-

appreciably this year – with 54% of FMCG respondents expecting

sectors. Transnet is once more seen as failing to provide the necessary

freight increases of some proportion; and fully 68% of Retail

infrastructure and freight management capacity.

How FMCG freight requirements are likely to change over the next 12 months.

How Retail freight requirements are likely to change over the next 12 months.

Proportion FMCG freight transported by rail

Potential FMCG freight which can be transported by rail

Proportion Retail freight transported by rail

Potential Retail freight which can be transported by rail

Conclusion
Future-prooﬁng
South Africa’s supply chain
South Africa’s geographical distance from its major export markets, as

are globally successful. But without a long term improvement in the

well as the fact that its major financial and business centre, Gauteng, is

ease of doing business and the cost of the national supply chain, this

landlocked and far from available ports, militate against the country’s

track record will stumble and perhaps fall. We conclude our 2011

competitiveness. On top of these constraining factors, as is clear from

supplychainforesight study by presenting some likely scenarios for

this year’s study, the role that our physical logistics infrastructure

the future in the event of our supply chain constraints either easing,

should play in facilitating our competitiveness as a country is mostly

remaining the same or causing our national productivity to decline in

lacking at the moment. We can blame historical accident for this – the

the face of our improving emerging market competitors.

rail network being largely originally built for the transport of resources
out of the country when it was an Imperial colony – but this can no

The 2011 edition of supplychainforesight shows the national

longer be considered a valid constraint. This is especially so when our

supply chain in something of a transition period, or at an important

emerging market competitors who have been in a similar position, like

crossroads. On one hand there are many positives that have emerged

India, have advanced plans and investment to address these constraints

from our weathering of the recession – our economic fundamentals are

and become more competitive.

in place, and the indicators for economic growth in the near-term are
largely positive. On the other hand, from an infrastructure point of

South Africa can rightly be proud of the competitiveness of many

view there are undoubted constraints and challenges, but in terms of

of its businesses, especially the local and international success of its

our position in the global economy we are still regionally competitive

FMCG/Retail sector. Despite the challenges that face them in the

and a crucial trading partner in Africa. The entry of a major global

changing landscape of global business, they do compete well and many

business such as Walmart into the local market proves this contention.

The key question that emerges from our research
this year is how do we respond to the emerging
market challenge on a global scale? While it is
unlikely that the global economy will see the
levels of growth and demand that characterised
the boom of ﬁve years ago, as an important
emerging economy ourselves we have to be able
to respond to the growth and competitiveness
challenge posed by other emerging markets. We
cannot let our skills and infrastructure challenges
drag us down in those efforts.

